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I’VE always loved the way trees will occasionally grow right on
top of a boulder, roots wrapping around the shape perfectly.
Scribing exposed timber posts to rocks can bring a similar

organic, unified beauty into our framing.  
Of course, the technique could be applied to a post landing

right on ledge but ordinarily the first step is to choose the rock
well. It should be broad enough that the post does not overhang,
but not so broad that positive drainage away from the post is
impaired outdoors. Smoothness definitely helps for scribing, cut-
ting and fitting. A relatively flat bottom on the rock makes for
good bearing on a bed of crushed stone or a freshly poured con-
crete footing. From a practical perspective a squished sphere to
make the scribe smooth and the angles low meets all these criteria,
with a little lumpy thrown in for personality. Here in Vermont,
rocks like this abound, and most rivers will cough up a few when
searched.

The next step is deciding how to scribe—vertically or horizon-
tally? A very tall post and a reasonably small rock might make hor-
izontal scribing attractive, where the post is lying on its side above
the rock, which is also held perpendicular to its ultimate orienta-
tion. Generally I find it easier to scribe the post vertically onto the
rock. You can do this with an individual post or an entire building
if it’s small enough. When scribing posts individually, it’s impor-
tant to locate them in all three axes, X, Y and Z. I like to drill
plumb down into the rock where center-of-post will be and set a
pin, or a Timberlinx connector when a tie-down is required, in the
rock (Fig. 1). 

My next step is setting the post onto the rock for scribing.
Usually I have already cut the rest of the post joinery and so can
use the shoulder as my vertical reference. Knowing where that
shoulder needs to end up in the building, I then find the height of
the lowest point on the rock where the post will eventually make
contact. It helps to leave a little extra. Too short in the end obvi-
ously will be really bad, but lots of extra length makes for longer
scribing distance and deeper drilling into the bottom of the post,
both of which can lead to inaccuracy.  

Once the post is rough-cut to length, I drill into the  bottom,
being careful to maintain alignment parallel to the centerline. For
square stock that’s easy, but for rounds and forks you’ll need to
have well-marked centerlines on at least three faces to be able to
do this accurately. Now the post can be slid down onto the pin,
braced plumb and rotated to proper alignment (Fig. 2). While one
can use the centerlines for that rotational alignment, I like to use
the mating timber when possible, the plate that will ultimately sit
on top of the post for example, or the top tenons in the case of a
forked post. Bigger lever arms make for more accuracy. At this
point the scribe distance can be calculated. 

If the rock isn’t too soulful, the post isn’t too big (or soulful!),
and if I haven’t been too conservative in rough-cutting, this dis-
tance is usually just a few inches, and I can use a simple pair of
dividers, judging plumb with my naked eye (Fig. 3, scratched line
overdrawn by Sharpie for photo). Bigger scribe distances or serious

funk (root flare anyone?) might call for log or bubble scribes with
built-in levels, which can ensure that one is scribing plumb. 

Taking care of my future self, I’ll make marriage marks on both
post and rock as aids for templates and for alignment during prefit
—perhaps just the four corners for a square post meeting a rea-
sonable rock (Fig. 4). With the post removed I then scribe card-
board female templates of the rock surface using those marks.
From these I make male templates with which to test the bottom
of the post as I carve it to fit the rock (Fig. 5).

Scribing a Post to a Rock
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Finally, it’s time for cutting. These days I’m partial to an elec-
tric chainsaw and a 4-in. angle grinder with an Arbortec carving
wheel, but a gouge and mallet will do the job with a little more
elbow grease (Fig. 6). If you know the anticipated load on the
post, you can decide how much of the center of the post is safe to
relieve, checking with templates as you go. Just a half-inch of
bearing around the perimeter of a 7x7 gives 13 sq. in., which
translates to 4500 lbs. of load bearing in #2 Eastern white pine,

provided the slope of the rock surface is gentle (Fig. 7). In dire cir-
cumstances one can resort to construction adhesive to increase
bearing area. A thin piece of copper is elegant insurance against
moisture wicking in case the rock is porous (sandstone, some
limestones). After post setting (Fig. 8), copper foil will crush to
the contours of most rocks and can be cut flush . —Josh Jackson
Josh Jackson (josh@timberhomesllc.com) is a partner at Timber-
Homes LLC in Vershire, Vermont. 
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